
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Leveraging blockchains for enterprise data integrity

Cryptowerk envisions a future where companies don’t have to choose whether to control or  
share their data. To make this vision a reality, Cryptowerk powers solutions that enable orga-
nizations to securely and selectively exchange data, and verify the integrity and authenticity of 
that data, at massive scale.  

Can You Trust Your Data?
At the same time that businesses need to utilize and share more and more data, the competing 
need for better control over data has never been greater. Complex privacy and data protection 
requirements such as GDPR regulations, legal discovery cases, regulatory compliance documen-
tation requirements and more have organizations scrambling to gain better control over their 
data. However, traditional cybersecurity measures are failing even the largest corporations in 
often highly publicized cases that can have catastrophic consequences. Now, organizations are 
facing an even bigger threat: data manipulation. Unlike a typical security incident where data 
is stolen, data manipulation, whether accidental (the wrong version of a digital asset is used by 
mistake) or intentional, as in a malicious attack, often goes undetected.

Cryptowerk Data Integrity Solutions
Cryptowerk’s Data Integrity Solutions include: 

• Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL™: provides a way to seal data and documents leveraging the 
power of distributed ledger technologies, especially public blockchains such as Bitcoin or 
Ethereum. 

• Cryptowerk HORIZON CLOUD™: provides a secure storage and selective data exchange 
solution for situations where multiple potentially distrustful parties need to write, query 
and read data for a shared purpose. 

Together, Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL and HORIZON CLOUD provide the key capabilities orga-
nizations need to seal, verify and share trusted data at massive scale.

Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL
Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL is an enterprise-grade, cloud-based service leveraging public 
blockchains to seal and verify any digital asset. The cloud service writes digital seals, or “fin-
gerprints”, of data to one or more blockchains at speeds of up to one million times per second. 
Using Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL, organizations can create a tamper-proof chain of custody 
that can be used in large-scale enterprise applications at very low cost. By writing into multiple 
public or private blockchains, Cryptowerk maximizes the trust achievable through distributed 
ledger technologies. With Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL, a digital twin of every product, process 
and transaction can now be matched to its original to verify proof of integrity. Key capabilities 
of Cryptowerk HORIZON SEAL include:

• Scalability: Accelerate public blockchains up to 1 million transactions per second.

• Maximized level of trust: Cryptowerk writes as a standard to Bitcoin and Ethereum in 
parallel, maximizing the number of decentralized nodes. Customers can choose other 
blockchains and can easily migrate from one blockchain to another. 

• Reduced Cost: Cryptowerk charges based on the number of transactions at a cost of 
<100x the typical cost of public blockchain transactions. 
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CRYPTOWERK 
HORIZON SEALTM

• Web API connects any ap-
plication to any blockchain

• Seals proof of digital assets 
using any public or private 
blockchain

• Seals up to 1 million trans-
actions/second in public 
blockchains

• Creates auditable “finger-
prints” of data to prove 
data integrity

• Only Seals are stored,  
your data stays private

• Only GDPR compliant 
blockchain-based data 
integrity solution

• Free Trial available at 
www.cryptowerk.com/
freetrial

CRYPTOWERK 
HORIZON CLOUDTM

• Cloud service leveraging 
blockchains for controlled 
exchange of shared data

• Share and verify trusted 
data in trustless environ-
ments at massive scale

• Leverages Cryptowerk 
HORIZON SEAL for full 
auditability of digital assets

• Interoperability: any device, 
system or platform can 
share data

• Extends existing data 
storage and management 
systems, protecting your 
investment

• For pricing email  
sales@cryptowerk.com



• Interoperability: Customers can choose any blockchain 
and can easily migrate from one blockchain to another. 
The API allows users to extend or switch to any other 
blockchain. 

• Data Privacy: No sensitive data is transferred to Cryp-
towerk, only hashes or digital fingerprints are written to 
the blockchain.

• Easy Integration: Cryptowerk’s API can be easily used 
with existing business processes. 

Cryptowerk HORIZON CLOUD
Cryptowerk HORIZON CLOUD lets organizations maintain 
full control of their data behind their own firewalls, while easily 
exchanging data with other known and unknown parties. Dif-
ferent MDM, ERP and other systems can “talk” to Cryptowerk 
HORIZON CLOUD via data packets that allow users to encrypt, 
duplicate and store relevant information in a shared service. 
This unique, patent-pending approach provides interoperabili-
ty and scalability in heterogeneous environments, where there 
are a variety of different systems that need to contribute to a 
shared data store in a secure fashion, with data selectively ex-
changed on a need-to-know basis. Utilizing Cryptowerk HORI-
ZON SEAL, all data, along with a full audit trail, is anchored into 
multiple public blockchains for data integrity assurance.  

Cryptowerk’s philosophy is to extend upon world-class prod-
ucts and services that already exist to build additional trust into 
products, processes and transactions. Cryptowerk HORIZON 
CLOUD is a set of cloud microservices that expands upon the 
native capabilities of storage services such as Amazon S3 (ob-
ject storage built to store and retrieve any amount of data from 
anywhere).  

Features and Benefits 
Together, Cryptowerk’s Universal Data Trust solutions offer or-
ganizations a set of unique capabilities and benefits, including:

• Full control over your data. All data is encrypted and can 
be selectively exchanged and decrypted on a need-to-
know basis. Access to download can be revoked at any 
time. 

• Assured data integrity validation. Each record contains 
the data itself, its authorship/origin    and audit trail, and is 
sealed using public blockchain signatures for data integrity 
verification. 

• Hacker-resistant: Even if hackers steal your data, they 
can’t see your data.

• Highly Scalable: Accommodates Big Data use cases and is 
an enterprise-grade solution.
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• Future-Proof and Impartial: Cryptowerk HORIZON 
CLOUD is not “hardwired” to a specific blockchain, and 
can accommodate new distributed ledger technologies for 
the purposes of sealing data at scale. 

• Cost-Effective: Leverages existing investments and pro-
vides interoperability in heterogeneous environments 

Cryptowerk HORIZON CLOUD Use Cases 
• Data Marketplaces: Power multi-sided marketplaces for 

information sale and exchange, where a customer could 
search for and pay money in exchange for access to data 
that was uploaded by another customer.

• Industrial IoT Data Exchange: where the creator doesn’t 
have automatic access, limiting liability, where sensor and 
other data is sealed at the source for the ultimate in data 
integrity assurance. 

• Secure Document Storage and Exchange: (medical 
records, clinical trials, M&A data rooms, legal records, 
classified documents, items that may be requested in 
discovery) . 

• Supply Chain Tracking and Information Exchange appli-
cations to track digital assets across multiple parties.

• GDPR Compliance: Create applications where others 
contribute your data to you and now you own your data 
(diplomas, transactions, etc), and provide proof of data 
insertion and deletion.

 
About Cryptowerk
Cryptowerk envisions a future where trust is built into every 
digital product, process and transaction. To make that vision a 
reality, Cryptowerk’s Universal Data Trust solutions that en-
able organizations to digitally seal and share that data at mas-
sive scale, while retaining full control over their data. Cryptow-
erk solutions help organizations drive digital transformation 
in multiple industries, including aerospace and defense, phar-
maceuticals, retail, software, and utilities. Headquartered in  
Silicon Valley, Cryptowerk was founded by experts in cryptogra-
phy and seasoned enterprise software professionals. For more 
information visit www.cryptowerk.com.
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